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	Analog Integrated Circuits for Communication: Principles, Simulation and Design, Second Edition covers the analysis and design of nonlinear analog integrated circuits that form the basis of present-day communication systems. Both bipolar and MOS transistor circuits are analyzed and several numerical examples are used to illustrate the analysis and design techniques developed in this book. Especially unique to this work is the tight coupling between the first-order circuit analysis and circuit simulation results. Extensive use has been made of the public domain circuit simulator Spice, to verify the results of first-order analyses, and for detailed simulations with complex device models. Highlights of the new edition include: A new introductory chapter that provides a brief review of communication systems, transistor models, and distortion generation and simulation. Addition of new material on MOSFET mixers, compression and intercept points, matching networks. Revisions of text and explanations where necessary to reflect the new organization of the book Spice input files for all the circuit examples that are available to the reader from a website. Problem sets at the end of each chapter to reinforce and apply the subject matter. An instructors solutions manual is available on the book's webpage at springer.com. Analog Integrated Circuits for Communication: Principles, Simulation and Design, Second Edition is for readers who have completed an introductory course in analog circuits and are familiar with basic analysis techniques as well as with the operating principles of semiconductor devices. This book also serves as a useful reference for practicing engineers.
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Programming Windows Games With Borland C++/Book and DiskSams Publishing, 1993
Computer games are by far the most popular type of software. The market for
game software is huge—practically anyone with a PC can use games. If you
are like me, you probably play your share of computer games and have your
own favorite categories. And because you are a programmer, you might have
thought of many ideas that...
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iOS Swift Game Development Cookbook: Simple Solutions for Game Development ProblemsO'Reilly, 2015

	
		Ready to make amazing games for the iPhone, iPad, and iPod touch? With Apple’s Swift programming language, it’s never been easier. This updated cookbook provides detailed recipes for a managing wide range of common iOS game-development issues, ranging from 2D and 3D math to SpriteKit and OpenGL to performance—all...
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Acting Teachers of America: A Vital TraditionAllworth Press, 2007
For the first time--insights from 50 of the most distinguished   acting teachers in America

* Priceless gathering of wisdom and experience

* The biggest names in acting: Michael Howard, Lloyd Richards, Olympia   Dukakis, dozens more

* Stunning, revealing photographs of acting teachers and their finest   students...
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Wiley GAAP Codification EnhancedJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
Your single, authoritative source to GAAP under the new Accounting Standards Codification (ASC) system
    By mid-2009, the Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) is expected to release its Accounting Standards Codification (ASC), a new, clearer indexing system that is much easier to access and research. Though the...
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Group Policy: Fundamentals, Security, and the Managed DesktopSybex, 2010

	The ultimate Group Policy guide-now updated for Windows 7 and Server 2008 R2!


	IT and network administrators can streamline their Windows Server management tasks by using Group Policy tools to automate or implement rules, processes, or new security across the enterprise. In this comprehensive guide, Microsoft Group Policy MVP Jeremy...
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Hacking Video Game Consoles: Turn your old video game systems into awesome new portables (ExtremeTech)John Wiley & Sons, 2005
Space Invaders and Asteroids are back!
Loved that Atari® when you were a kid? So did Ben Heckendorn — so much, in fact, that he successfully resurrected it as a slim, go-anywhere portable. When Playstation® and Nintendo® aficionados got jealous, he created miniaturized, fully functioning, battery-powered versions of those too....
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